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Grolsch should supplement their MABA framework by using aspects from Porters Diamond Model, which
highlights other strategic elements regarding foreign expansion. Some of the positives from this are it helps
combine market potential with critical indicators of market and commercial success. Conclusions: Key
takeaways for Grolsch Although the mergers of large breweries have not been conclusively positive, there is
reason to believe the merger with SABMiller can be beneficial. SABMiller now faces an important decision.
Industry overview Before assessing Grolschs global strategy and approach, it is important to understand the
beer industry overall from a strategic perspective. Grolsch also expanded globally to take advantage of
under-exploited regions after political change. The Asian financial crisis, which had ripple effects in Eastern
Europe, caused Grolsch to adapt its strategy and pull-back from markets. However, they must assess whether
or not the MABA framework is still useful, what type of international strategy they should pursue i. This
allows for a consistent strategy and image in those markets as well as opens the opportunity for selling in
developing markets where SABMiller has a strong presence. Grolsch acquired German brand called as
Wickuler due to which the capacity of Grolsch was doubled. Introduction This case shows how global forces
have impact on European brewing industry and how these companies are trying to overcome the obstacles.
This deal was projected to make Grolsch a top 10 import in the US market by quadrupling its volume. Exhibit
4 outlines various dimensions and where Grolschs business fits. The takeover gives SAB Miller the ability to
attack the premium beer market with an established and standardized brand that has grown globally 21st
largest global brand in with a differentiated taste and packaging strategy. It is the world's second-largest
brewer after AB InBev. This framework is a useful starting point for assessing potential target countries. The
fore European brewing company will be analyzed in terms of strength and weakness. In addition, current
strategy, links between the micro-environment and industry analysis, will be discussed along with brief
recommendations. Besides the political, economic, and logistical issues Grolsch had to adapt to, they also
were adapting to cultural differences. Meanwhile, since Grolsch used other brewers for distribution while
importing beer into foreign countries, the ongoing industry consolidation often led to a need for changing
distributors. As Grolschs larger rival in the Netherlands, Heineken had been making impressive headway in
exporting beer to foreign countries. Grolsch also extended its reach to France in by setting up a distribution
center. The reasons for this were twofold: Stagnation in the home market and success by others expanding
internationally. Joe Wilson, VP operations, has experienced an increasing problem with rejected product found
during the manufacturing operation. Grolsch s adaptation and international strategy As Grolsch globalized, it
was forced to adapt to changing market conditions. While their ability to be nimble, change strategies, and
adapt where necessary has been a benefit, it has also been limiting in that Grolsch has struggled to build a
consistent brand image and market position in several of its key markets.


